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Editorial
The issue
In recent years there has been an increased discussion of topics
related to physician “burnout” and the interplay between this and the
rising rates of suicide and substance use among physicians. According
to recent surveys, the endorsed rates of burnout symptomatology
range from 25% to 69% depending on specialty and these have
increased from 2011 to 2015 [1,2]. When it comes to occupational
related stress, up to 88% of physicians feel they are under moderatesevere stress [3]. The majority do not foresee our field changing for the
better to allow for a work life balance and 6 out of 10 physicians would
not recommend a career in medicine to their children [4].

Where does it stem from?
The main reasons behind burnout at an occupational level include
loss of autonomy, increased paperwork requirements, lack of a work
life balance, high number of hours required, declining reimbursement
and increased debt. In addition, compassion fatigue, feeling that
patients are prevented from getting best care, pressure from patient
satisfaction and performance scores and the sense of hopelessness
when it comes to alternative work options are all significant factors.

Consequences
Burnout can have a pervasive negative impact on all aspects of
physicians’ lives. Professionally, it correlates with a decrease in quality
of care, patient satisfaction, and productivity. It leads to an increase in
error rates, malpractice, as well as increase in physician and staff
turnover [5-8]. On a personal level it leads to dissipation of
relationships and increase in depression, substance use and suicides
[9,10].

Suicide
A Medscape poll from May 2018 revealed that 65% of physicians
and 38% of medical students know or have known a physician who has
attempted or died by suicide. Every year 1 million patients lose their
physician to suicide with close to 400 physicians committing and this
could be higher due to under reporting. Compared to the general
population, both male and female physicians have higher rates of
suicide and due to greater knowledge and better access to lethal means
they have higher completion rate. Female physicians actually succeed
at the same rate as their male counterpart whereas in the general
population the rate of completed suicide is one fourth lower for
females [11]. Importantly, the risk for suicide increases when mental
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health conditions are unaddressed. A poll of resident physicians
revealed 1 in 4 residents experience a major depressive episode during
training compared to 7%-8% among similarly aged individuals. A
similar number endorsed having had suicidal thoughts at some point
during their training. Interestingly, among those who completed four
sessions of web based cognitive behavioural therapy sessions, suicide
ideations decreased to 50% indicating there are options for those that
seek help. Most physicians however do not seek help but rather resort
to lethal means or self-medication as a way to address stress, anxiety
and mood symptoms.

Substance use
Physicians report rates of substance and alcohol abuse ranging
between 10%-15% compared to 9% in the general population [12,13].
This increases the risk of inadvertent overdose or suicide by means of
the substance. Alcohol is the most commonly abused however
compared to the general population physicians have a higher rate of
prescription drug abuse (opioids and benzodiazepines) [14,15].
Physicians in different specialties tend to use different classes of drugs
-although alcohol is most popular throughout, only 10% of
anaesthesiologists entered rehabilitation programs for it, with most of
them having struggled with intravenous fentanyl, sufentanyl diverted
from workplace or their patients [16]. A 2013 study in the Journal of
Addiction medicine reported 69% of physicians abused prescriptions
to “relieve stress and physical or emotional pain” [17]. A closer look at
rates of substance abuse separated by medical specialty reveals that the
highest incidence is found among emergency medicine,
anaesthesiology and generally the same specialties that have endorsed
high rates of burnout and stress in other surveys [13,15,18].
Interestingly, physicians that get help for substance use tend to excel in
rehab with successful abstinence rates at 5 years of up to 80%
compared to 20% in the general population [19]. This is largely
attributed to the state Physician Health Programs (PHPs) available to
licensed professionals that provide resources, support and monitor
distressed individuals while cooperating with medical boards in
advocating for the right to practice while under their care. A coexisting
ongoing mental health condition does increase the risk for relapse and
even overdose in the setting of opioids [20].

Early recognition
Recognizing signs of depression or substance use in a fellow
physician is challenging and confronting or reporting suspicion can
make for a difficult conversation. An addicted physician may continue
to function at a high level with no behavioural changes [18].
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In recent years, increased paperwork requirement and pressure to
see more patients back to back compounded by the dissipation of the
physician lounge and physician-only events have resulted in physicians
being estranged from their colleagues and loss of close personal
relationships between colleagues. Any subtle signs or changes in
behaviour from baseline may not be easily recognized. Also, colleagues
may not be inclined to report what they perceive as unusual behaviour
to their supervisor or the board because of fear that their co-worker
may be punished in the face of inconclusive evidence. Some may also
not know who to report within a corporation or what steps need to be
taken. Sometimes co-workers or family may even participate in what
Berge et al. calls a “conspiracy of silence” in effort to protect the family
or co-worker from economic and professional ruin [18].

Barriers to seeking help
One challenge in regard to substance abuse among physicians is that
by the time it is diagnosed it is already advanced to a “use disorder”
and the opportunity for early identification and intervention has been
missed [18]. The same is true for mental health hence accounting for
the high suicide rates. There are several reasons behind this help
avoidance phenomenon aside from the fact that physicians tend to
endure emotional pain much longer than physical pain. The culture of
medical practice does not historically place an emphasis on personal
wellbeing and most physicians fear the stigma and consequences
attached to revealing such issues-for example discrimination in
medical licensing, revocation of hospital privileges and prejudice
against professional advancement and overall reputation. There is also
a component of time and money as most physicians that seek help,
must do so far from their communities and prefer to fund treatment
out of pocket rather than through insurance. The majority of disability
coverage limit claims for substance use or mental health to up to 24
months.

PHPs and more challenges to seeking help
As previously mentioned, PHPs can potentially be of benefit to
licensed physicians. They are led by fellow physicians and provide
resources and an extra layer of advocacy to the board. It involves selfaccountability which translates to a higher abstinence rate and
continued ability to practice medicine while in remission. Physicians in
distress can voluntarily reach out to their state PHP before their
condition becomes advanced and seek treatment and resources.
Random urine screens and compliance with activity and group
requirements provide assurance to PHPs. Unfortunately, there is no
assurance that agreeing to voluntary treatment and monitoring will
prevent punishment and discrimination from the medical licensing
boards. Physicians fear that their current oversight system is defaulted
to punitive measures against the individual reaching out for help rather
than the same compassion and care they provide to patients dealing
with substance use disorders. Some boards, instead of working with
the PHPs to ensure physicians are able to practice under careful
monitoring, resort to license revocation and suspension. Punitive
models tend to be associated with increased physician suicides [21].
With the society view shifting from addiction as being a moral failure
that deserves punishment to a disease that can be treated it is expected
that addicted physicians be regarded in the same light.

What can be done
Current literature points to the loss of autonomy experienced by
physicians working in large health systems to be the main driver of
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physician burnout in these settings [22]. Health care organizations
should adopt a “distributive leadership model” allowing physicians to
actively participate in health care governance. Sharing administrative
and policy leadership positions with non-physician administrators
provides physicians with more control over their practices and hence
leads to less stress, frustration, and sense of helplessness [22].
Organizations should also provide physicians with sufficient
administration time, resources, training, and administrative support.
There are a couple of things we could do in light of the rising rates
of substance use and suicide that go undetected in the physician
population. First step would be to work on erasing the stigma
associated with endorsement of high level of occupational stress and
burnout. A team approach needs to be undertaken to discuss the topic
and strategies to increase physician wellness when concerns are
initially expressed. This can occur in team meetings, retreats, social
gatherings etc. We should also make it easier for physicians who start
experiencing mood distress and problematic substance use to seek help
in a confidential and nonpunitive way. Reporting guidelines need to be
reconsidered and a consensus among medical boards needs to be
created. At a medical community level, we need to create stronger
social supports by fostering a sense of community among physicians.
We should encourage each other to seek help when distressed and
foster relations between colleagues in order to identify when someone
is struggling. Larger hospital systems should also have internal policies
and guidelines to identify and address the issues early on (before
medical boards get involved and patient care is impacted) and connect
with PHPs prior to becoming a fully developed problem.
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